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Chapter 14 Factorisation

CBSE NCERT Solutions for Class 8 mathematics Chapter 14

14.4
Q.1.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 4(x-5)=4x-5

Solution:

Given equation is,
4(x-5)=4x-5
Solving the Left-hand Side of the equation, 4(x-5)=(4×x)-(4×5)=4x-20
So, we can see that the error is in the second term of the Right-hand Side of the equation.
Therefore, the correct statement is
4(x-5)=4x-20

Q.2.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement:
Substituting x=-3 in x2+5x+4 gives (-3)2+5(-3)+4=9+2+4=15

Solution:

Given expression is,
x2+5x+4
Substituting x=-3 in the expression, we get, (-3)2+5(-3)+4=9-(5×3)+4=9-15+4=(9+4)-15=13-15=-2
So, we can see that the error lies in the statement, where,
5(-3)=2 [Given], whereas
5(-3)=-15 [correct] Therefore, the correct statement will be (-3)2+5(-3)+4=9-15+4=-2

Q.3.

Find and correct the errors in the following mathematical statement:
Substituting x=-3 in x2-5x+4 gives (-3)2-5(-3)+4=9-15+4=-2

Solution:

Given expression is,
x2-5x+4
Substituting x=-3 in the expression, we get, x2-5x+4=(-3)2-5(-3)+4=9+15+4=28
So, we can see that the error lies in the statement, where,
- 5(-3)=- 15 [Given], whereas
- 5(-3)=+15 [correct] Therefore, the correct statement will be (-3)2- 5(-3)+4=9+15+4=28

Q.4.

Find and correct the errors in the following mathematical statement:
Substituting x=-3 in x2+5x gives (-3)2+5(-3)=-9-15=-24

Solution:

Given expression is,
x2+5x
Substituting x=-3 in the expression, we get, (-3)2+5(-3) =9-15 =-6
So, we can see that the error lies in the statement, where,
(-3)2=-9 [Given], whereas
(-3)2=9 [correct] Therefore, the correct statement will be (-3)2+5(-3)=9-15=-6

Q.5.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: (y-3)2=y2-9
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Given equation is,
(y-3)2=y2-9
Solving the LHS of the equation, (y-3)2 = y2-(2×y×3)+32 [Applying the identity (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2] =y2-6y+9
Comparing the above with the RHS of the given equation, we can see that the error is,
The term -6y is missing and the sign of the term 9 is wrong.
Therefore, the correct statement will be, (y - 3)2 = y2 - 6y + 9

Q.6.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: (z+5)2=z2+25

Solution:

Given equation is,
(z+5)2=z2+25
Solving the LHS of the equation, (z+5)2 =z2+(2×z×5)+25 [Applying the identity (a+b)2 =a2+2ab+b2] =z2+10z+25
Comparing the above with the RHS of the given equation, we can see that the error is,
The term 10z is missing.
Therefore, the correct statement will be, (z+5)2=z2+10z+25

Q.7.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: (2a+3b)(a-b)=2a2-3b2

Solution:

Given equation is,
(2a+3b)(a-b)=2a2-3b2
Solving the LHS of the equation, (2a+3b)(a-b) =(2a×a)-(2a×b)+(3b×a)-(3b×b)=2a2-2ab+3ab-3b2=2a2+ab-3b2
Comparing the above with the RHS of the given equation, we can see that the error is,
The term ab is missing.
Therefore, the correct statement will be, (2a+3b)(a-b)=2a2+ab-3b2

Q.8.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: (a+4)(a+2)=a2+8

Solution:

Given equation is,
(a+4)(a+2)=a2+8
Solving the LHS of the equation, (a+4)(a+2) =a2+4a+2a+8=a2+6a+8
Comparing the above with the RHS of the given equation, we can see that the error is,
The term 6a is missing.
Therefore, the correct statement will be, (a+4)(a+2)=a2+6a+8

Q.9.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: (a-4)(a-2)=a2-8

Solution:

Given equation is,
(a-4)(a-2)=a2-8
Solving the LHS of the equation, (a-4)(a- 2) =a2-4a-2a+8 =a2-6a+8
Comparing the above with the RHS of the given equation, we can see that the error is,
The term - 6a is missing.
Therefore, the correct statement will be, (a-4)(a-2) = a2-6a+8

Q.10.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 3x23x2=0
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Given equation is,
3x23x2=0
Using the multiplicative identity of a number, we can solve the LHS of the equation as, 3x23x2=(1×3x2)3x2=1
Comparing the above with the RHS of the given equation,
We can see that the error is in the result of the equation.
Therefore, the correct statement will be, 3x23x2=1

Q.11.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 3x2+13x2=1+1=2

Solution:

Given equation is,
3x2+13x2=1+1=2
Solving the LHS of the equation, 3x2+13x2 =3x23x2+13x2 =1+13x2
Comparing with the given equation, we can see that
In the question, each term in the numerator has not been divided by the divisor.
Therefore, the correct statement will be, 3x2+13x2=1+13x2

Q.12.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 3x3x+2=12

Solution:

Given equation is,
3x3x+2=12
As given in the equation, the cancelling out of the term 3x to get the answer is wrong. Therefore, the correct statement will be,
3x3x+2=3x3x+2

Q.13.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 34x + 3 = 14x

Solution:

Given equation is,
34x+3=14x
As given in the equation, we cannot cancel out terms which are in the addition form from numerator and denominator.
Therefore, the correct answer is, 34x+3=34x+3

Q.14.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: x(3x+2)=3x2+2

Solution:

Given equation is,
x(3x+2)=3x2+2
Solving the Left Hand Side of the equation, x(3x+2)=(x×3x)+(x×2)=3x2+2x
So, we can see that the error is in the second term of the Right Hand Side of the equation.
Therefore, the correct statement is
x(3x+2)=3x2+2x

Q.15.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 4x+54x=5

Solution:

Given equation is,
4x+54x=5
Solving the LHS of the equation, 4x+54x =4x4x+54x=1+54x Comparing with the given equation, we can see that the error is in
the RHS of the equation. Therefore, the correct answer is, 4x+54x=1+54x

Q.16.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 7x+55=7x

Solution:

Given equation is,
7x + 55 = 7x
Solving the LHS of the equation, 7x + 55 = 7x5 + 55= 7x5 + 1 Comparing with the given equation, we can see that the error is
in the RHS of the equation. Therefore, the correct answer is, 7x + 55 = 7x5 + 1

Q.17.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 2x+3y=5xy
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Given equation is,
2x+3y=5xy
We can see that the two terms have different variables, but they have been added here. Since the terms have different variables,
we cannot add them directly as given. For adding two terms, they should have the same variables. The sum will also have the
same variable. So, we can modify the given equation to make it correct as, 2xy + 3xy = 5xy Therefore, the correct statement is
2xy + 3xy = 5xy

Q.18.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: x+2x+3x=5x

Solution:

Given equation is,
x+2x+3x=5x
We can see that, the three terms have coefficients 1, 2 and 3 respectively. When we add these three terms,
x+2x+3x=(1+2+3)x=6x
So we can see that the error is in the RHS of the equation.
Therefore, the correct statement is
x+2x+3x=6x

Q.19.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 5y+2y+y-7y=0

Solution:

Given equation is,
5y+2y+y-7y=0
We can see that, the four terms have coefficients 5, 2, 1 and 7 respectively. When we solve the LHS of the equation,
5y + 2y + y - 7y(5+2+1)y-7y=8y-7y=(8-7)y=1×y=y
So we can see that the error is in the RHS of the equation.
Therefore, the correct statement is
5y+2y+y-7y=y

Q.20.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: 3x+2x=5x2

Solution:

Given equation is,
3x+2x=5x2
We know that, when we add two terms with variable of same degree, the degree of the variable in the sum remains the same. So
here, solving the LHS of the equation, 3x+2x=(3+2)x=5x
So we can see that the error is in the RHS of the equation.
Therefore, the correct statement is
3x+2x=5x

Q.21.

Find and correct the errors in the following mathematical statement: (2x)2+4(2x)+7=2x2+8x+7

Solution:

Given equation is,
(2x)2+4(2x)+7=2x2+8x+7
Solving the LHS of the equation, (2x)2+4(2x)+7 =(2)2x2+(4×2)x+7=4x2+8x+7
So we can see that the error is in the first term in the RHS of the equation.
The variable has been squared, but the coefficient is not squared.
Therefore, the correct statement is (2x)2+4(2x)+7=4x2+8x+7

Q.22.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: (2x)2+5x=4x+5x=9x
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Given equation is,
(2x)2+5x=4x+5x=9x
Solving the LHS of the equation, (2x)2+5x=22x2+5x=4x2+5x=x(4x+5)
So we can see that the error is that the coefficient of the first term has been squared, but the variable is not.
And, since the degrees of the variables of the two terms 4x2 and 5x are now different,
We cannot add the coefficients of these two terms. Therefore, the correct statement should be (2x)2+5x=4x2+5x=x(4x+5)

Q.23.

Find and correct the errors in the mathematical statement: (3x+2)2=3x2+6x+4

Solution:

Given equation is,
(3x+2)2=3x2+6x+4
Solving the LHS of the equation, (3x+2)2 =(3x)2+(2×3x×2)+(2)2 [Using the identity (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2] =9x2+12x+4
Comparing the result with the given RHS of equation, the coefficient of the first term has not been squared, and the coefficient
of the second term should be 12 and not 6.
Therefore, the correct statement is
(3x+2)2=9x2+12x+4
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14.1
Q.1.

Find the common factors of the given terms.
12x, 36

12
Solution:

Given terms are 12x and 36.
We can write the given terms as,
12x=2×2×3×x 36=2×2×3×3 We can see that, the common factors are 2×2×3=12. Hence, the answer is 12.

Q.2.

Find the common factors of the given terms.
2y, 22xy

2y
Solution:

Given terms are 2y and 22xy.
We can write the given terms as,
2y=2×y 22xy=2×11×x×y We can see that, the common factors are 2×y=2y. Therefore, the answer is 2y.

Q.3.
4pq

Find the common factor of 4pq and 28p2q2.

Solution:

The given terms are 4pq and 28p2q2.
We can write the given terms as,
4pq=2×2×p×q 28p2q2=2×2×7×p×p×q×q We can see that, the common factors are 2×2×p×q=4pq Therefore, the answer is 4pq.

Q.4.

Find the common factors of the given terms.
2x, 3x2, 4

1
Solution:

Given terms are 2x, 3x2 and 4.
We can write the given terms as,
2x=2×x×1 3x2=3×x×x×1 4=2×2×1 We can see that, the common factor of the three terms is 1. Therefore, the answer is 1.

Q.5.

Find the common factor of the given terms.
6abc, 24ab2, 12a2b

6ab
Solution:

Given terms are 6abc, 24ab2 and 12a2b.
We can write the given terms as,
6abc=2×3×a×b×c 24ab2=2×2×2×3×a×b×b 12a2b=2×2×3×a×a×b We can see that, the common factors of the three terms
are 2×3×a×b=6ab. Therefore, the answer is 6ab.

Q.6.

Find the common factors of the given terms.
16x3, -4x2, 32x

4x
Solution:

Given terms are 16x3, -4x2 and 32x.
We can write the given terms as,
16x3=2×2×2×2×x×x×x -4x2=-1×2×2×x×x 32x=2×2×2×2×2×x We can see that, the common factors of the three terms
are 2×2×x=4x. Therefore, the answer is 4x.

Q.7.
10

Find the common factors of 10pq, 20qr,and 30rp.
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Given terms are 10pq, 20qr and 30rp.
We can write the given terms as,
10pq=2×5×p×q 20qr=2×2×5×q×r 30rp=2×3×5×r×p We can see that, the common factors of the three terms are 2×5=10.
Therefore, the answer is 10.

Q.8.
5

The common factors of the terms: 3x2y3, 10x3y2, 6x2y2z is axbyc. What is the value of a+b+c?

Solution:

Given terms are 3x2y3, 10x3y2 and 6x2y2z.
We can write the given terms as,
3x2y3=3×x×x×y×y×y 10x3y2=2×5×x×x×x×y×y 6x2y2z=2×3×x×x×y×y×z We can see that, the common factors among the
three terms are x×x×y×y=x2y2. Therefore, the answer is x2y2. Hence, the value of a+b+c=5.

Q.9. Write the factorized form of 7x-42.
7(x-6)
Solution:

Given expression is 7x - 42.
We can write the terms of the given expression as,
7x=7×x 42=2×3×7 Here, the common factor of the both the terms is 7.
Therefore,
7x-42 =7×x-2×3×7=7×[x-(2×3)]=7×(x-6)=7(x-6)
Hence, the answer is 7(x-6).

Q.10.
8

If the factors of the expression, 6p-12q is of the form kp-mq, then find k+m.

Solution:

Given expression is 6p-12q.
We can write the terms of the given expression as,
6p=2×3×p 12q=2×2×3×q Here, the common factors among the two terms are 2×3=6.
Therefore,
6p-12q=(2×3×p)-(2×2×3×q)=(2×3)×[p-(2×q)]=6×[p-2q]=6(p-2q)=kp-mq
Hence, the answer is k+m=6+2=8.

Q.11.
9

If 7a2+14a=paa+q then, find p+q.

Solution:

Given expression is 7a2+14a.
We can write the terms of the given expression as,
7a2=7×a×a 14a=2×7×a Here, the common factors among the two terms are 7×a=7a. Therefore,
7a2+14a=(7×a×a)+(2×7×a)=(7×a)×[a+2]=7a×(a+2)=7a(a+2) Here, p=7, q=2. So, p+q=9.

Q.12.
-4z

The factorised form of the expression -16z+20z3 is k4-5z2.What is the value of k?

Solution:

Given expression is -16z+20z3.
We can write the terms of the given expression as,
16z=2×2×2×2×z 20z3=2×2×5×z×z×z Here, the common factors among the two terms are 2×2×z=4z.
Therefore,
-16z+20z3=-(2×2×2×2×z)+(2×2×5×z×z×z)=-(2×2×z)×[(2×2)-(5×z×z)]=-4z×[4-5z2]=-4z(4-5z2)
Hence, the answer is -4z(4-5z2). Therefore, k=-4z.

Q.13.

Write the factorised form of the following expression.

x2yz+xy2z+xyz2
xyz(x+y+z)
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Given expression is x2yz+xy2z+xyz2.
We can write the terms of the given expression as,
x2yz=x×x×y×zxy2z=x×y×y×zxyz2=x×y×z×z Here, the common factors among the two terms are x×y×z.
Therefore,
x2yz+xy2z+xyz2=(x×x×y×z)+(x×y×y×z)+(x×y×z×z)=(x×y×z)×[x+y+z]=xyz(x+y+z)
Hence, the answer is xyz(x+y+z).

Q.14.

Write the factorised form of the following expression:

20l2m+30alm
10lm(2l+3a)
Solution:

Given expression is 20l2m+30alm.
We can write the terms of the given expression as,
20l2m=2×2×5×l×l×m 30alm=2×3×5×a×l×m Here, the common factors of the both the terms are 2×5×l×m=10lm.
Therefore,
20l2m+30alm=(2×2×5×l×l×m)+(2×3×5×a×l×m)=(2×5×l×m)×[(2×l)+(3×a)]=10lm×[2l+3a]=10lm(2l+3a)
Hence, the answer is 10lm(2l+3a).

Q.15.

Write the factorised form of the following expression.

5x2y-15xy2
5xy(x-3y)
Solution:

Given expression is 5x2y-15xy2.
We can write the factors of the given expression as,
5x2y=5×x×x×y 15xy2=3×5×x×y×y Here, the common factors of the two terms are 5×x×y=5xy.
Therefore,
5x2y-15xy2=(5×x×x×y)-(3×5×x×y×y)=(5×x×y)×[x-(3×y)]=5xy×[x-3y]=5xy(x-3y)
Hence, the answer is 5xy(x-3y).

Q.16.
14

The factorised form of 10a2-15b2+20c2 is m(na2-pb2+qc2), then find the value of m+n+p+q.

Solution:

Given expression is 10a2-15b2+20c2.
We can write the factors of the given expression as,
10a2=2×5×a×a15b2=3×5×b×b20c2=2×2×5×c×c Here, the common factor of the three terms is 5.
Therefore,
10a2-15b2+20c2=(2×5×a×a)-(3×5×b×b)+(2×2×5×c×c)=5×[(2×a×a)-(3×b×b)+(2×2×c×c)]=5×[2a2-3b2+4c2]=5(2a2-3b2+4c2)
Hence, the answer is 5(2a2-3b2+4c2). Therefore, m+n+p+q=14.

Q.17.

Write the factorised form of the following expression.

-4a2+4ab-4ca
-4a(a-b+c)
Solution:

Given expression is -4a2+4ab-4ca.
We can write the factors of the given expression as,
4a2=2×2×a×a4ab=2×2×a×b4ca=2×2×c×a Here, the common factors among the two terms are 2×2×a=4a.
Therefore,
-4a2+4ab-4ca=-(2×2×a×a)+(2×2×a×b)-(2×2×c×a)=-(2×2×a)×[a-b+c]=-4a(a-b+c)
Hence, the answer is -4a(a-b+c).
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Write the factorised form of the following.

ax2y+bxy2+cxyz
xy(ax+by+cz)
Solution:

Given expression is ax2y+bxy2+cxyz.
We can write the terms of the given expression as,
ax2y=a×x×x×ybxy2=b×x×y×ycxyz=c×x×y×z Here, the common factors among the two terms are x×y.
Therefore,
ax2y+bxy2+cxyz=(a×x×x×y)+(b×x×y×y)+(c×x×y×z)=(x×y)×[(a×x)+(b×y)+(c×z)]=xy×[ax+by+cz]=xy(ax+by+cz)
Hence, the answer is xy(ax+by+cz).

Q.19.

Write the factorised form of the following.
x2+xy+8x+8y
(x+y)(x+8)
Solution:

Given expression is,
x2+xy+8x+8y
=x2+xy⏟Both have xas commonfactor+8x+8y⏟Both have 8as commonfactor =xx+y+8x+y
Taking x+y common=x+yx+8
Therefore, the factorized expression is(x + y)(x + 8)

Q.20.

Write the factorised form of the following

15xy-6x+5y-2
(5y-2)(3x + 1)
Solution:

Given expression is:
15xy-6x+5y-2
15xy-6x+5y-2
=15xy-6x⏟Both have 3and x ascommonfactor+5y-2⏟Since nothing iscommon, wetake 1 common=3x5y-2+15y-2 Taking
5y-2 common =5y-23x+1 Therefore, the factorized form is: (5y-2)(3x + 1)

Q.21.

Write the factorised form of the following

ax+bx-ay-by
(a + b)(x - y)
Solution:

Given expression is:
ax+bx-ay-by
=ax+bx-ay-by =ax+bx⏟Both have xas commonfactor-ay+by⏟Both have yas commonfactor=xa+b-ya+b Taking a+b common
=a+bx-y Therefore, the factorized form is (a + b)(x - y)

Q.22.

Write the factorised form the following.

15pq+15+9q+25p
3q+55p+3
Solution:

Given expression is,
15pq+15+9q+25p
=15pq+15+9q+25p =15pq+25p⏟Both have 5and p as commonfactor+15+9q⏟Both have 3as commonfactor =5p3q+5+35+3q
=5p3q+5+33q+5 Taking (3q+5) common, =3q+55p+3 Therefore, the factorized form is: 3q+55p+3

Q.23.

Factorize.
z-7+7xy-xyz

z-71-xy
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Given expression is,
z-7+7xy-xyz
=z-7+7xy-xyz =z-7+7xy-xyz⏟Both have xand y ascommon factor
z-7+xy7-z
=z-7+xy×-z-7 As7-z=-z-7
=z-7-xyz-7 Taking z-7 common =z-71-xy Therefore, the factorized form is z-71-xy
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14.2
Q.1.
a+6

If the factors of the expression a2+8a+16 are of the form p+qr then, find the value of p+q+r.

Solution:

The given expression is a2+8a+16.
a2+8a+16=a2+8a+42=a2+2×4×a+42
We can see that, the above expression is in the form of the algebraic identity (x+y)2=x2+2xy+y2. Here, x=a and y=4.
a2+2×4×a+42=a+42 Compare a+42 with p+qr. So, p=a, r=2 and q=4. ∴ p+q+r=a+4+2=a+6 Hence, the required answer is a+6.

Q.2.
7

If the factors of the expression p2-10p+25 are of the form p-kl then, find the value of k+l.

Solution:

Given expression is,
p2-10p+25.
We can see that, the expression is in the form of the identity:
a2-2ab+b2=(a-b)2.
Here, a=p, b=5.
Then,
p2-10p+25=p2-2×p×5+52
=p-52
Hence, we observe that the factors of the given expression are of the form, p-kl.
So, k=5 and l=2
∴ k+l=5+2=7.

Q.3.
5

If the factors of the expression 25m2+30m+9 are of the form p+qr then, find the value of q+r.

Solution:

The given expression is 25m2+30m+9.
25m2+30m+9=5m2+30m+32=5m2+2×5m×3+32
We can see that the above expression is in the form of the algebraic identity (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2. Here, a=5m and b=3.
5m2+2×5m×3+32=5m+32 Compare (5m+3)2 with p+qr. So, p=5m, r=2 and q=3. ∴q+r=3+2=5

Q.4. If the factors of the expression 49y2+84yz+36z2 are of the form p+qr then, find the value of p+r.
7y+2
Solution:

The given expression is 49y2+84yz+36z2.
49y2+84yz+36z2=7y2+84yz+6z2=7y2+2×7y×6z+6z2
We can see that the above expression is in the form of the identity (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2. Here, a=7y and b=6z.
7y2+2×7y×6z+6z2=7y+6z2 Compare 7y+6z2 with p+qr. So, p=7y, r=2 and q=6z. ∴ p+r=7y+2

Q.5. If the factors of the expression 4x2-8x+4 are of the form p-qr then, find the value of p+r.
2x+2
Solution:

The given expression is 4x2-8x+4.
4x2-8x+4=2x2-8x+-22=2x2-2×2x×2+22
We can see that the above expression is in the form of the algebraic identity (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2.
Here, a=2x and b=2,(2x)2-2×2x×2+22=(2x-2)2 Compare 2x-22 with p-qr. So, p=2x, r=2 and q=2. ∴ p+r=2x+2

Q.6. If the factors of the expression 121b2-88bc+16c2 are of the form p-q2 then, find the value of p+r.
11b+2
Solution:

The given expression is 121b2-88bc+16c2.
121b2-88bc+16c2=11b2-88bc+4c2=11b2-2×11b×4c+4c2
We can see that the expression is in the form of the identity (x-y)2=x2-2xy+y2. Here, x=11b and y=4c.
(11b)2-2×11b×4c+(4c)2=(11b-4c)2 Compare 11b-4c2 with p-q2. So, p=11b, r=2 and q=4c. ∴ p+r=11b+2
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Q.7.
l+2

Chapter 14 Factorisation

If the factors of the expression l+m2-4lm are of the form then p-qr, find the value of p+r. (Hint: Expand (l+m)2 first)

Solution:

The given expression is l+m2-4lm.
First, expand l+m2 by using the algebraic identity a+b2=a2+2ab+b2.
l+m2-4lm=l2+2×l×m+m2-4lm=l2+2lm+m2-4lm=l2+2lm+m2-4lm=l2-2lm+m2=l2-2×l×m+m2
We can see that, the above expression is now in the form of the algebraic identity (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2.
Here, a=l and b=m.
l2-2×l×m+m2=(l-m)2 Compare l-m2 with p-qr. So, p=l, r=2 and q=m. ∴ p+r=l+2

Q.8.
a+2

If the factors of the expression a4+2a2b2+b4 are of the form p2+q2r then, find the value of p+r.

Solution:

The given expression is a4+2a2b2+b4.
a4+2a2b2+b4=a22+2a2b2+b22=a22+2×a2×b2+b22
We can see that the above expression is now in the form of the algebraic identity (x+y)2=x2+2xy+y2. Here, x=a2 and y=b2.
(a2)2+2×a2×b2+(b2)2=(a2+b2)2 Compare a2+b22 with p2+q22. So, p=a, r=2 and q=b. ∴ p+r=a+2

Q.9.

Write the factorised form of the expression.

4p2-9q2
(2p+3q)(2p-3q)
Solution:

The given expression is 4p2-9q2.
This can also be written as,
4p2-9q2=2p2-3q2 We can see that, the expression is now in the form of the identity a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b). Here, a=2p and b=3q.
Then, the expression stands (2p)2-(3q)2=(2p+3q)(2p-3q) Therefore, the required answer is (2p+3q)(2p-3q).

Q.10.

Write the factorised form of the expression.

63a2-112b2
7(3a+4b)(3a-4b)
Solution:

The given expression is 63a2-112b2.
This can also be written as,
63a2-112b2=7×(9a2-16b2)=7×[(3a)2-(4b)2] We can see that, the expression is now in the form of the identity x2-y2=(x+y)(x-y).
Here, x = 3a and y = 4b.
Then, the expression stands 7 × [(3a)2 - (4b)2]= 7 (3a + 4b) (3a - 4b) Therefore, the required answer is 7(3a+4b) (3a-4b).

Q.11.

Write the factorised form the expression.

49x2-36
(7x+6)(7x-6)
Solution:

The given expression is 49x2-36.
This can also be written as,
49x2-36=(7x)2-(6)2 We can see that the expression is now in the form of the identity a2-b2= (a+b)(a-b) Here, a=7x and b=6.
Then, the expression stands(7x)2-(6)2=(7x+6)(7x-6) Therefore, the required answer is (7x+6) (7x-6).

Q.12.
19

If 16x5-144x3 can be factorised in the form of ax3x+bx-b, then find the value of a+b.

Solution:

The given expression is 16x5-144x3.
This can also be written as,
16x5-144x3=16x3(x2-9)=16x3[(x)2-(3)2] We can see that, the expression is now in the form of the identity a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b)
Here, a=x and b=3. Then, the expression stands 16x3[(x)2-(3)2]=16x3(x+3)(x-3) Therefore, 16x5-144x3=16x3(x+3)(x-3).
So, a=16, b=3 Hence, the value of a+b=16+3=19.

Q.13.

Write the factorised form of the following.
l+m2-l-m2

4lm
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Solution:

Chapter 14 Factorisation

The given expression is l+m2-l-m2
We can see that, the expression is in the form of the identity a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b).
Here, a=l+m and b=l-m. Then, the expression stands l+m2-l-m2=(l+m+l-m)(l+m-l+m)=2l×2m=4lm Therefore, the required
answer is 4lm.

Q.14.
6xy

What is the sum of factors of 9x2y2-16.

Solution:

Given expression is,
9x2y2-16
We can write it as, (3xy)2-42 We can see that, the expression is in the form of the identity a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b) Here, a=3xy; b=4
Then, the expression stands (3xy)2-42=(3xy+4)(3xy-4) Therefore, the answer is (3xy+4)(3xy-4) Sum of
factors=3xy+4+3xy-4=6xy

Q.15.

Write the factorised form of the following.

x2-2xy+y2-z2
(x-y+z)(x-y-z)
Solution:

Given expression is,
x2-2xy+y2-z2
Applying the identity, (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 We can write the given expression as, x2-2xy+y2-z2=(x-y)2-z2 We can see that, the
expression is now in the form of the identity a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b) Here, a=x-y; b=z Then, the expression stands
(x-y)2-z2=(x-y+z)(x-y-z) Therefore, the answer is (x-y+z)(x-y-z)

Q.16.

Write the factorised form of the following.

25a2-4b2+28bc-49c2
(5a+2b-7c)(5a-2b+7c)
Solution:

Given expression is,
25a2-4b2+28bc-49c2
We can also write the above as, 25a2-4b2+28bc-49c2=25a2-(4b2-28bc+49c2)
Applying the identity,(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2
We can write the given expression as, 25a2-(4b2-28bc+49c2)=25a2-[(2b)2-(2×2b×7c)+(7c)2]=25a2-[(2b-7c)2]
We can see that the expression is now in the form of the identity
x2-y2=(x+y)(x-y)
Here, x=5a;y=2b-7c
Then, the expression stands
25a2-[(2b-7c)2]=(5a)2- [(2b-7c)2]=(5a+2b-7c)(5a-2b+7c)
Therefore, the answer is (5a+2b-7c)(5a-2b+7c)

Q.17.
xax+b

Write the factorised form of ax2+bx

Solution:

Given expression is:
ax2+bx
Finding the factors of each term, ax2=a×x×x bx=b×x So, x is the common factor among the two terms. Now, taking x common,
=x×a×x+b =xax+b Therefore, the answer is xax+b

Q.18.
7

Write the common factor of 7p2+21q2.

Solution:

Given expression is:
7p2+21q2
Finding the factors of each term, 7p2=7×p×p 21q2=3×7×q×q So, 7 is the common factor among the two terms. Now, taking
7 common, =7×p×p+3×q×q =7p2+3q2 Therefore, the answer is 7p2+3q2
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Q.19.
2x

Chapter 14 Factorisation

The factorised form of 2x3+2xy2+2xz2 is k (x2+y2+z2). Find the value of k.

Solution:

Given expression is:
2x3+2xy2+2xz2
Finding the factors of each term, 2x3=2×x×x×x 2xy2=2×x×y×y, and 2xz2=2×x×z×z
So, 2 and x are the common factors.
Now, taking 2×x common from all the three terms,
2x3+2xy2+2xz2=(2×x×x×x)+(2×x×y×y)+(2×x×z×z)=(2×x)×x×x+y×y+z×z=2x×x2+y2+z2=2x(x2+y2+z2)
Therefore, the value of k is 2x.

Q.20.
6

If the factors of the expression am2+bm2+bn2+an2 is of the form ax+bymz+nw, then find the value of x+y+z+w.

Solution:

Given expression is:
am2+bm2+bn2+an2
Finding the common factors of the terms,
am2+bm2 ⏟Both have m2 ascommon factor+ bn2+an2⏟Both have n2 ascommon factor
=m2a+b+n2a+b
Taking a+b common,
=a+bm2+n2 Therefore, the value of x+y+z+w=1+1+2+2=6..

Q.21. Write the factorised form of 6xy-4y+6-9x
3x-22y-3
Solution:

Given expression is:
6xy-4y+6-9x
Finding the common factors in the terms,
(6xy-4y)⏟Both have 2 and yas common factors+6-9x⏟Both have 3as common factors =2y3x-2+32-3x
=2y3x-2+(3×-1)3x-2 As 2-3x=-1×3x-2 =2y3x-2-33x-2 Taking 3x-2 as common, =3x-22y-3 Therefore, the answer is, 3x-22y-3

Q.22. Write the factorised form of lm+l+m+1
m+1l+1
Solution:

Given expression is:
lm+l+m+1
Taking l common from the first two terms, =lm+1+1m+1
Now, taking m+1 as common,
lm+1+1m+1=m+1l+1
Therefore, the answer is m+1l+1

Q.23.
9

If the factors of the expression yy+z+9y+z are of the form y+zy+k then, find the value of k.

Solution:

Given expression is: yy+z+9y+z
From the given expression, we observe that (y+z) is a common factor.
Then, yy+z+9y+z =y+zy+9 Here, the factors are of the form y+zy+k. Hence, k=9.

Q.24.
4

The factorised form of 5y2-20y-8z+2yz is y-k5y+2z. Then find the value of k.

Solution:

Given expression is:
5y2-20y-8z+2yz
Finding the common factors in the terms,
=5y2-20y⏟Both have 5 and yas common factors+-8z+2yz⏟Both have 2 and zas common factors =5yy-4+2z-4+y =5yy-4+2zy-4
Taking y-4 as common, =y-45y+2z Hence, The value of k=4

Q.25.

Write the factorised form of 10ab+4a+5b+2
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form of 10ab+4a+5b+2
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5b+22a+1
Solution:

Given expression is:
10ab+4a+5b+2
Finding the common factors in the terms,
10ab+4a+5b+2 =10ab+4a ⏟Both have 2 and aas common factors+5b+2⏟Since nothing iscommon, wetake 1 common
=2a5b+2+15b+2 Taking 5b+2 as common, =5b+22a+1 Therefore, the answer is, 5b+22a+1

Q.26.
a+b

The factorised form of a4-b4 is a-bka2+b2. Find the value of k.

Solution:

Given expression is,
a4-b4
We can also write it as, a22-b22 This expression is now in the form of the identity x2-y2=x+yx-y So, we can write the
expression as, =a2+b2a2-b2 =a2+b2a+ba-b =a-ba+ba2+b2 Therefore, the value of k is a+b.

Q.27.
p+3

The factorised form of p4-81 is p-3kp2+9. Find the value of k.

Solution:

Given expression is,
p4-81
We can also write it as, =p22-92 This expression is now in the form of the identity a2-b2=a+ba-b Here, a=p2;b=9
So, we can write the expression as,
=p2+9p2-9
Now, we can use the same identity on the second term again, =p2+9p2-32 Here, a=p;b=3
Then,
=p2+9p+3p-3
=p-3p+3p2+9 Therefore, the value of k is p+3.

Q.28.
4

If the factorised form of x4-y+z4 is x+y+zx-y-zxn+y+zm, find m+n.

Solution:

Given expression is,
x4-y+z4
We can also write it as, x22-y+z22 This expression is now in the form of the identity a2-b2=a+ba-b So, we can write the
expression as, x22-y+z22=x2+y+z2x2-y+z2 =x2+y+z2x-y+zx+y+z=x2+y+z2x-y-zx+y+z =x+y+zx-y-zx2+y+z2 Hence, above
expression is in the form of x+y+zx-y-zxn+y+zm Clearly, we observed that, n=2 and m=2 So, m+n=2+2=4 Therefore, m+n=4

Q.29.
z

If x4-x-z4=k2x-z2x2+z2-2xz. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

Given expression is,
x4-x-z4
We can also write it as, =x22-x-z22 This expression is now in the form of the identity a2-b2=a+ba-b Here, a=x2;b=(x-z)2 So,
we can write the expression as, =x2+x-z2x2-x-z2
Now, we can use the same identity on the second term again,
Here,
a=x;b=(x-z) Then, =x2+x-z2x+x-zx-x-z =x2+x-z2x+x-zx-x+z =x2+x-z22x-zz
Now, using the identity given below to expand the first term,
(a-b)2=a2+b2-2ab
Here, a=x;b=(x-z)2 Then, =x2+x2+z2-2xz2x-zz =x2+x2+z2-2xz2x-zz =2x2+z2-2xz2x-zz =z2x-z2x2+z2-2xz Therefore, the
value of k is z.

Q.30.
2

If a4-2a2b2+b4=a+bka-bk . Then, find the value of k.
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Solution:

Chapter 14 Factorisation

Given expression is,
a4-2a2b2+b4
We can also write it as, =a22-2a2b2+b22 This expression is now in the form of the identity x- y2=x2+y2-2xy Here, x=a2; y=b2
So, we can write the expression as, a22-2a2b2+b22=(a2-b2)2
Here, we can use the identity,
x2-y2=x+yx-y
Then, (a2-b2)2 =a+ba-b2 =a+b2a-b2 ∵ abm=am×bm Therefore, the value of k is 2 .

Q.31. Write the factorised form of p2+6p+8
p+2p+4
Solution:

Given expression is,
p2+6p+8
We need to find two factors of 8 such that they add up to 6 Now, we know that, 4×2=8, and 4+2=6 Then, we can write,
p2+6p+8=p2+2p+4p+8
Taking out the common factors from the terms,
p2+2p+4p+8
=pp+2+4p+2 Taking p+2 as common factor, pp+2+4p+2=p+2p+4 Therefore, the answer is, p+2p+4

Q.32. Write the factorised form of q2-10q+21
q-3q-7
Solution:

Given expression is,
q2-10q+21
We need to find two factors of 21 such that they add up to 10 Now, we know that, 7×3=21, and 7+3=10
Then, we can write,
=q2-3q-7q+21
=q2-3q-7q-21 =qq-3-7q-3 Taking q-3 as common, =q-3q-7 Therefore, the answer is, q-3q-7

Q.33.

Factorize the following expression.
p2+6p-16

p-2p+8
Solution:

Given expression is,
p2+6p-16
We need to find two factors of 16 such that their difference is 6 Now, we know that, 8×2=16, and 8-2=6
Then, we can write,
=p2-2p+8p-16
= p2-2p+8p-16 =pp-2+8p-2 Taking p-2 as common factor, =p-2p+8 Therefore, the answer is, p-2p+8
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Chapter 14 Factorisation

14.3
Q.1.
2

If 28x4÷56x=1kx. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

Given division is:
28x4÷56x
Solving the above, =28x456x
=2856×x4x
=12×x4-1 aman=am-n
=12×x3
=12x3 Therefore, the value of k is 2.

Q.2.
-4y

-36y3÷9y2=?

Solution:

Given division is:
-36y3 ÷ 9y2
Solving the above, =-36y39y2 =-369×y3y2 =-4×y3-2 ∵aman=am-n =-4y Therefore, the answer is -4y.

Q.3.
6p

66pq2r3÷11qr2=kqr. Find the value of k.

Solution:

Given division is:
66pq2r3÷11qr2
Solving the above, =66pq2r311qr2 =6611×p×q2q×r3r2=6×p×q2-1×r3-2 ∵aman=am-n =6×p×q×r =6pqr Therefore, the answer
is 6pqr.

Q.4.
3

If 34x3y3z3÷51xy2z3=2kx2y. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

Given division is:
34x3y3z3÷51xy2z3
Solving the above, =34x3y3z351xy2z3 =3451×x3x×y3y2×z3z3
=23×x3-1×y3-2×z3-3 aman=am-n
=23×x2×y×z0
=23×x2×y×1
=23x2y Therefore, the required value of k is 3.

Q.5.
2

If 12a8b8÷-6a6b4=-2akb4. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

Given division is:
12a8b8÷-6a6b4
Solving the above, =12a8b8-6a6b4
=12-6×a8a6×b8b4
=-2×a8-6×b8-4 aman=am-n =-2×a2×b4 =-2a2b4 Hence, the value of k is 2.

Q.6.

Divide the given polynomial by the given monomial.
5x2-6x÷3x

53x-2
Solution:

Given division is:
5x2-6x by 3x
Taking x common, 5x2-6=x5x-6 =5x2-6x3x =x5x-63x
=xx×5x-63
=5x-63=53x-63=53x-2
Therefore, the answer is 53x-2
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Q.7.
6

Chapter 14 Factorisation

If the result of the division of 3y8-4y6+5y4÷y4 is aym+byn+cyp, write the value of m+n+p.

Solution:

Given division is:
3y8-4y6+5y4÷y4
Now, numerator can be written as: 3y8-4y6+5y4 =3y4×y4-4y2×y4+5×y4 Taking y4 common from all the terms in numerator,
=y43y4-4y2+5
Now, dividing by y4:
3y8-4y6+5y4y4
=y43y4-4y4+5y4 =3y4-4y2+5 Comparing with given form aym+byn+cyp, a=3, b=-4, c=5, m=4, n=2, p=0 ⇒m+n+p=4+2+0=6
Hence, the required answer is 6.

Q.8.

Divide the given polynomial by the given monomial.

8x3y2z2+x2y3z2+x2y2z3÷4x2y2z2
2x+y+z
Solution:

Given expression is,
8x3y2z2+x2y3z2+x2y2z3÷4x2y2z2
We can write it as, =8x×x2y2z2+y×x2y2z2+z×x2y2z2 Taking x2y2z2 common, =8x2y2z2x+y+z
Now, dividing by 4x2y2z2, we get
8x3y2z2+x2y3z2+x2y2z34x2y2z2
=8x2y2z2x+y+z4x2y2z2 =84×x2y2z2x2y2z2×x+y+z =2×x+y+z =2x+y+z Therefore, the answer is, 2x+y+z

Q.9.
2

If x3+2x2+3x÷2x=1kx2+2x+3. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

Given division is,
x3+2x2+3x÷2x
We can also write the dividend as, x3+2x2+3x=x2×x+2x×x+3×x Taking x common, =xx2+2x+3
Now, dividing the term by 2x
=x3+2x2+3x2x
=xx2+2x+32x =xx×x2+2x+32 =x2+2x+32 =12x2+2x+3 Therefore, the value of k is 2.

Q.10.
3

If p3q6-p6q3÷p3q3=qk-p3. Find the value of k.

Solution:

Given division is:
p3q6-p6q3÷p3q3
The dividend can also be written as, p3q6-p6q3 =p3q3×q3-p3q3×p3 Taking p3q3 common, =p3q3q3-p3
Now dividing by p3q3
⇒p3q6-p6q3p3q3
=p3q3q3-p3p3q3 =(q3-p3) Therefore, the value of k is 3.

Q.11.

Work out the following division.
10x-25÷5

2x-5
Solution:

Given division is,
10x-25÷5
We can write the dividend as, 10x-25 =5×2x-5×5 Taking 5 common, =52x-5
Dividing by 5,
=10x-255
=52x-55 =2x-5 Therefore, the answer is 2x-5
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Q.12.

Chapter 14 Factorisation

Work out the following divisions.
(10x-25)÷(2x-5)

5
Solution:

Given division is:
10x-25÷2x-5
We can write the dividend as, 10x-25 =5×2x-5×5
Taking 5 common,
=52x-5
Now, dividing, =10x-252x-5 =52x-52x-5 = 5
Therefore, the answer is 5

Q.13.

Work out the following division.
10y(6y+21)÷5(2y+7)

6y
Solution:

Given division is,
10y6y+21÷52y+7
We can also write the dividend as, 10y6y+21 =10y3×2y+3×7 Taking 3 common, =10y×32y+7
Now, dividing,
10y6y+2152y+7
=10y×32y+75×2y+7 =3×105×y×2y+72y+7 =3×2×y×1 =6y Therefore, the answer is 6y

Q.14.
xy

Simplify: 9x2y2(3z-24)÷27xy(z-8).

Solution:

Given division is:
9x2y23z-24÷27xyz-8
We can also write the dividend as, 9x2y2 3z-24 =9x2y2×3z-3×8 Taking 3 common, =9x2y2×3z-8 =27x2y2z-8
Now, dividing,
9x2y23z-2427xyz-8
=27x2y2z-827xyz-8 =2727×x2x×y2y×z-8z-8 =1×x×y×1 aman=am-n =xy Therefore, the answer is xy

Q.15.
10abc

Work out 96abc(3a-12)(5b-30)÷144(a-4)(b-6).

Solution:

Given division is,
96abc3a-125b-30÷144a-4b-6
We can also write the dividend as, 96abc3a-125b-30 =96abc3a-3×45b-30 Taking 3 common, =96abc×3a-45b-30
=288abca-45b-30 =288abca-45b-5×6
Taking 5 common,
=288abca-4×5b-6
=288×5abca-4b-6 =1440abca-4b-6
Now, dividing,
96abc3a-125b-30144a-4b-6
=1440abca-4b-6144a-4b-6 =1440144×abc×a-4a-4×b-6b-6 =10×abc×1×1 =10abc Therefore, the answer is 10abc

Q.16.
25

Find constant on simplifying 52x+13x+5÷2x+1
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Given division is,
52x+13x+5÷2x+1
We can also write the above as, 5×2x+1×3x+52x+1 =53x+5 =15x+25 Hence, the constant term is 25.

Q.17.
7

If the quotient of 26xy(x+5)(y-4)÷13x(y-4) is of the form kyx+l then, find the value of k+l.

Solution:

Given division is,
26xy(x+5)(y-4)÷13x(y-4)
We can also write the above as, =26xyx+5y-413xy-4 =26yx+513 =2613×yx+5 =2×yx+5 =2yx+5. Here, we observe that the
quotient is of the form kyx+l. Then, k=2 and l=5 Hence, k+l=2+5=7

Q.18. Find: 52pqr(p+q)(q+r)(r+p)÷104pq(q+r)(r+p)
12rp+q
Solution:

Given division is,
52pqr(p+q)(q+r)(r+p)÷104pq(q+r)(r+p)
We can also write the above as, =52pqrp+qq+rr+p104pqq+rr+p =52104×pqrpq×p+q×q+rq+r×r+pr+p =12×r×p+q×1×1 =12rp+q
Therefore, the answer is, 12rp+q

Q.19.
36

If the quotient of 20(y+4)(y2+5y+3)÷5(y+4) is of the form ay2+by+c, then write the value of a+b+c.

Solution:

Given division is,
20(y+4)(y2+5y+3)÷5(y+4)
We can also write the above as, =20(y+4)(y2+5y+3)5y+4 =205×y+4y+4×y2+5y+3 =4×1×y2+5y+3 =4y2+5y+3 =4y2+20y+12
Comparing with the given expression, ay2+by+c=4y2+20y+12 ⇒a=4, b=20, c=12 ⇒a+b+c=4+20+12=36 Therefore, the
answer is 36.

Q.20.
5

If the result of x(x+1)(x+2)(x+3)÷x(x+1) is equal to x+ax+b, then find the value of a+b

Solution:

Given division is,
x(x+1)(x+2)(x+3)÷x(x+1)
We can also write the above as, =xx+1x+2x+3xx+1 =xx×x+1x+1×x+2x+3 =1×1×x+2x+3 =x+2x+3 Comparing with given
result, x+ax+b=x+2x+3 ⇒a=2, b=3 ⇒a+b=2+3=5 Hence, the required answer is 5.

Q.21.

Find: y2+7y+10÷y+5

y+2
Solution:

Given division is,
y2+7y+10÷y+5
Factorising the dividend, y2+7y+10 =y2+2y+5y+10 [Splitting the middle term as 7y=2y+5y] =y2+2y+5y+10 =yy+2+5y+2
Taking y+2 common, =y+2y+5
Now, dividing,
y2+7y+10÷y+5
=y2+7y+10y+5 =y+2y+5y+5 =y+2×y+5y+5 =y+2 Therefore, the answer is y+2.

Q.22.
m-16

Find: (m2-14m-32)÷(m+2)
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Given division is,
(m2-14m-32)÷(m+2)
Factorising the dividend, m2-14m-32 =m2+2m-16m-32 [Splitting the middle term as -14m=2m-16m] =m2+2m-16m+32
=mm+2-16m+2 Taking m+2 as common, =m+2m-16
Now, dividing
m2-14m-32÷m+2
=m2-14m-32m+2 =m+2m-16m+2 =m+2m+2×m-16 =m-16 Therefore, the answer is m-16.

Q.23.
5p-4

Divide (using factorisation): (5p2-25p+20)÷(p-1)

Solution:

Given division is,
(5p2-25p+20)÷(p-1)
Factorising the dividend, Taking 5 common, = 5p2-5p+4 =5p2-p-4p+4 [Splitting the middle term as (-5p)=(-p)+(-4p)]
=5p2-p-4p-4 =5pp-1-4p-1 Taking p-1 common, =5p-1p-4
Now, dividing
5p2-25p+20÷p-1
=5p2-25p+20p-1 = 5p-1p-4p-1 =5×p-1p-1×p-4 =5p-4 Therefore, the answer is 5p-4.

Q.24.
2zz-2

Factorise : 4yz(z2+6z-16)÷2y(z+8)

Solution:

Given division is,
4yz(z2+6z-16)÷2y(z+8)
Factorising the dividend, 4yzz2+6z-16 =4yzz2-2z+8z-16 [Splitting the middle term as 6z=8z-2z] =4yzz2-2z+8z-16
=4yzzz-2+8z-2 Taking z-2 common, =4yzz-2z+8
Now, dividing,
4yzz2+6z-16÷2yz+8
=4yzz-2z+82yz+8 =42×yy×z×z-2×z+8z+8 =2×z×z-2 =2zz-2 Hence, the required answer is 2zz-2.

Q.25.
10

If 5pq(p2-q2)÷2p(p+q)=kpaqb-qc, then ka+b+c=?

Solution:

Given division is,
5pq(p2-q2)÷2p(p+q)
Factorising the dividend, 5pqp2-q2 Using the identity, a2-b2=a+ba-b Here, a=p;b=q We can write, 5pqp2-q2 =5pqp+qp-q
Now, dividing:
5pqp2-q2÷2pp+q
=5pqp2-q22pp+q =5pqp+qp-q2pp+q =52×pp×q×p+qp+q×p-q =52×q×p-q =52pq-q2 Comparing with given form, kpaqb-qc
k=52, a=1, b=1, c=2 ⇒ka+b+c=521+1+2=5×2=10 Therefore, the required answer is 10.

Q.26. Find: 12xy9x2-16y2÷4xy3x+4y
33x-4y
Solution:

Given division is,
12xy9x2-16y2÷4xy3x+4y
Factorising the dividend: 12xy9x2-16y2 =12xy(3x)2-(4y)2 Using the identity, a2-b2=a+ba-b Here, a=3x, b=4y So we can write,
=12xy3x+4y3x-4y
Now, dividing
12xy9x2-16y2÷4xy3x+4y
=12xy9x2-16y24xy3x+4y =12xy3x+4y3x-4y4xy3x+4y =124×xyxy×3x+4y3x+4y×3x-4y =33x-4y Therefore, the answer
is 33x-4y

Q.27.

Find: 39y350y2-98÷26y25y+27
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3y5y-7
Solution:

Given division is,
39y350y2-98÷26y25y+7
Factorising the dividend 39y350y2-98 =39y32×25y2-2×49 Taking 2 common, =39y3×225y2-49 =78y325y2-49 =78y35y2-72
Using the identity, a2-b2=a+ba-b Here, a = 5y, b = 7 So, we can write, =78y35y-75y+7
Now, dividing
39y350y2-98÷26y25y+7
=39y350y2-9826y25y+7 =78y35y+75y-726y25y+7 =7826×y3y2×5y+75y+7×5y-7 =3×y×5y-7 =3y5y-7 Therefore, the answer
is 3y5y-7
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Na
Q.1.

Write the factorised form of:

12x+36
12(x+3)
Solution:

Given expression is12x+36.
We can write the terms in the expression as,
12x=2×2×3×x 36=2×2×3×3 It can be seen that, both terms have common factors (2×2×3).
Then,
12x+36=(2×2×3×x)+(2×2×3×3)=(2×2×3)x+3=12(x+3)
Therefore, the required factorized form is 12(x+3).

Q.2.
4xyz

Divide 24xy2z3 by 6yz2.

Solution:

Given,
Dividend is 24xy2z3
Divisor is 6yz2. Finding the factors of the given monomials: 24xy2z3=2×2×2×3×x×y×y×z×z×z 6yz2=2×3×y×z×z
Then,
24xy2z36yz2=2×2×2×3×x×y×y×z×z×z2×3×y×z×z
=2×2×x×y×z=4xyz Therefore, the quotient is 4xyz.

Q.3.

Write the following in the factorised form.

22y-33z
11(2y-3z)
Solution:

Given expression is 22y-33z.
We can write the terms in the expression as,
22y=2×11×y 33z=3×11×z Here, the common factor of the both the terms is11.
Then,
22y-33z=11×2×y-11×3×z=11×[(2×y)-(3×z)]=11×[2y-3z]=11(2y-3z)
Therefore, the factorised form is 11(2y-3z).

Q.4.
b

If we divide 63a2b4c6 by getting 9k2c3. Then, find the value of k?

Solution:

Given,
Dividend is 63a2b4c6 and
Divisor is 7a2b2c3 Finding the factors of the given monomials:
63a2b4c6=3×3×7×a×a×b×b×b×b×c×c×c×c×c×c;7a2b2c3=7×a×a×b×b×c×c×c
Then,
63a2b4c6÷7a2b2c3= 3×3×7×a×a×b×b×b×b×c×c×c×c×c×c7×a×a×b×b×c×c×c=3×3×b×b×c×c×c=9b2c3
Therefore, the value of k is b.

Q.5.

Write the following in the factorised form.

14pq+35pqr
7pq(2+5r)
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Given expression is14pq+35pqr.
We can write the terms in the expression as,
14pq=2×7×p×q 35pqr=5×7×p×q×r It can be seen that, both terms have the common factors as 7×p×q.
Then,
14pq+35pqr=7×2×p×q+7×5×p×q×r=(7×p×q)[2+(5×r)]=7pq×(2+5r)=7pq(2+5r)
Therefore, the factorized form is 7pq(2+5r).
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